Over the next six days, any member of the Whitman community who is anticipated to come to campus at any point in the spring for classes, recreation or work will be tested for COVID-19 as Part 1 of a two part baseline testing process.

In order to streamline our testing process, we have prescribed windows of time defining when you should show up for the first round of baseline testing.

- Jan. 12 & 13: Employee Testing Schedule
- Jan. 14-17: O-Campus Students Testing Schedule
- Jan. 16 & 17: On-Campus Students Testing Schedule

Every member of the Whitman community included in the baseline testing should have received an email from support@meenta.io with a personalized link through which to set up a Meenta account. You must set up your account and complete three online forms in your Meenta dashboard before arriving to be tested.

However, we have heard that some people did not receive the email. There are a few things to try:

- Some people discovered that the Meenta email with the invitation went into the “Promotions” folder in Gmail.
- Some people are able to find the email by searching for “meenta” in their email.
- If you try both those steps and still cannot find the email, please contact covidtesting@whitman.edu for assistance.

---

**Announcements**

**Join the SEC Student Career Advisor Team**

Student Career Advisors (SCAs) are sophomores, juniors or seniors who are trained to assist students with basic questions about career assessments and the PathwayU online assessment tool, resume and cover letter writing, Whitman Internship Grant applications and more. The deadline to apply is Jan. 17. Apply on Handshake!

---

**Noteworthy**

Iverson Contributes to Award-Winning Volume

Volume 145 of the *Complete works of Voltaire*, to which Jack Iverson, professor of French and Francophone studies, contributed was awarded “honorable mention” for the 2020 Prize for Collaborative, Bibliographic, or Archival Scholarship by the Modern Language Association. Iverson’s contribution was the edition of Voltaire’s annotations to the “Mémoire [des Fermiers généraux],” which deals with Voltaire’s attempts to avoid paying taxes on his recently acquired properties near the Swiss border in 1759.

---

**Happening Today**

**TUESDAY, JAN. 12**

8 am - 2 p.m.

**COVID-19 Testing**

Day One of baseline COVID-19 testing for employees at Cordiner Hall.

5 p.m.

**Students and Families Town Halls**

President Murray, with members of the Cabinet and our consulting epidemiologist, will host an online town hall meeting for students and their families.

---

**Submit News of a Personal or Professional Achievement**

Have a virtual event you’d like to share with campus? Email the details to whitmantoday@whitman.edu. All times are listed in Pacific Standard Time.

“Whitman Today” is produced by the Office of Communications and is emailed Monday-Friday to Whitman College staff, faculty and students. All times are listed in Pacific Standard Time.

Submissions are welcome! If you have a professional or personal accomplishment to celebrate, or an event to publicize or other content to share with the Whitman community, email whitmantoday@whitman.edu. Submissions should be 150 words or less. The deadline for submissions is noon for the following day’s newsletter, though submissions may be held for a later date according to space and editorial needs.